WORK GUIDE 19
ANSWER SHEET
1. GIVE COMPLETE ANSWERS
a. she does the shopping on Saturdays
b. yes, I did my hair before leaving home. /No, I didn’t do my hair before leaving home.
c. yes, I have done favors to people that I don’t know. // no I haven’t done favors to ….
d. I am working in a big company
e. a cheetah does 60 kilometers per hour
f. yes, I will have to do the housework this week. / no I won’t have to do the …………
2. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES USING THE CORRECT
CLAUSE
a. who
b. which
c.who
d. which
e. where
f. who
g. that
3. MAKE DIFFERENT SENTENCES WITH THE IDIOMS “DO OVER” AND
“DO WITHOUT” USING THE INDICATED TENSE
1. Louisa is doing her test 19 over
2. I did without money when I was at school
3. Patty had to do the dishes over
4. I was doing without love until I met her
5. They will do the homework over
4. TAKE A LOOK AT THE PICTURE AND WRITE WHAT THOSE PEOPLE
ARE DOING
1. She is doing exercise
2. She is doing the dishes
3. He is doing his bed
4. He is doing the cooking
5. They are doing a performance
6. He is doing the shopping
7. They are doing mathematics
5. PUT THE FOLOWING SENTENCES IN THE RIGHT ORDER
a. he has not done without his car
b. it took jack ten minutes to do his homework
c. has Karen done the mopping yet?
d. Tania did a great act of Shakira
e. she will not be able to do her physic exercise

6. READING COMPREHENSION
** ANSWER THE QUESTIONS
1. They begin at 1 o’clock in the afternoon and end until midnight
2. They went to the Columbia Theater
3. They saw a short and a preview of the coming attraction
4. Because Virginia preferred to sit downstairs
5. Because the sound equipment was excellent
6. It was about college life
7. No it doesn’t show how North American students really live
8. No, they go to the movies for amusement, they want to escape from the routine

